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Berkeley "Special"Leaves Tomorrow At 8:15 A. M.
D e b a t e r s , Loosen
Up Tonsils

For Talk Tourney
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Civil War

between the blue and
Mthebattles
gray were fought over again
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California skies last week as
•n dark rain clouds and bright blue
'skies played hide and seek over
n

head.
1 T.oval Stocktonians were treated

'hn-rv i

Under

,/

trek
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the lea<j'J-0 the strange S1£ht o[ watching
. 'n' veterant!iheir friends and neighbors move
•«Uon ' J* th* "rat
|
the shade they
ut from under
> „
"n'uD foAad sought all during the long
" "es
j, de®ire Rummer months to glory in the
II - (>n jV "•UticjpJbright patches of sunlight. Could
;l"lflc'e tra *y°u imaSine doing that last July?
c

^ '. I"

hav«

showed

KamPUS KUtS:

with
A large • number of extremely
' last
•^"nday1 C!young "freshmen are to be ob''""a Interested '^served scouting the Bengal vartho gym , SNsity every afternoon from 4 to 6.
:At least' Woodrow Wilson gram'1 '•
Thurss
for urtlire • a>s {nar school seems to have as
tes r instruojj
"'-(many dinks per square boy as the
he 2
themselves.
t„r,
this
" H Theme song of the prematurely
! i Jackson. I a c e , a t - J d i s t i n g u i s h e d f r e s h m e n w h o s e
-tray hairs are just staging a
eld ev
in a recent
VenUl Wl" b « N comeback is found
r th
10 doss of thjfcollier's advertisement: "I lost my
in.
grip when I lost my hair."
J Ghostly silence reigned throughut Pacific's halls on the Junior
ollege holiday a week or so ago.
e noticed one freshman furtivey sneak inside the door, cast
wed glances at several upper
lassmen standing around, and

TON

hen hasten
< BU; roiti mtl
'-UU^nown.
I'tAbiftf -Toiiigarbs:
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for parts un "

1 ®ne °' ®r' McCaU'3 aspiring
-land perspiring speakers was asked
Jo give an inspirational address
Recently. Pulling out his little red
I iddress book, he asked, "Which
irl do you mean?"
Attention, Dr. Farley! Punch
recently came out with this bit:
One of the objects of the Poet
aureate League, which has been
ormed in America, is to secure
ustice for poets. We can only
ope that it will be tempered with
ercy.''
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Adolph Hitler will take his turn
s the goat, replacing his partner
t the other end of the axis. Any
ighbrows may have seen this in
The New Republic."
"Denmark, taking pity on Ger
many, sent in a cow, a goat and
i donkey to relieve the food situ
ation. The cow returned in 24
I lours. When asked the reason for
i>n tfe return, it replied, 'They milked
ne t°° hard in Germany.'
0
"The next day the goat, well
| X~*^YlUnown for its cranky tone of
came back saying, 'They
twm /I ;.f\\ IV foice,
Son't allow me to complain in
\ / ' 4 Germany.'
Then arrived an enT* fiHr}'
Ihusiastic letter from the donkey,
I \ vho said, 'Delighted with my stay
L .
/ a Germany. Have just been ap•
!' .4^?/
j >ointed cabinet minister. As HitimmiJ' . : ;1 Jer says,, one need not be intelliA. y y § 'en' bere> only Inyal-' "

3 igskin

|prognostications are tradilionllly confined to the sport3 page.
JVith Amos Alonzo Stagg unwillg to make any predictions on
nything, and many other not
ables unable to, we wish to enter
he limb-getting-out-on sport.
, i Many years ago when Chicago's
folloW
nighty Maroons ruled the Big
,'Otl
i
hoVS ^en with a rod of iron, Stagg's
' • elevens yearly crushed an upstart
. • j f a. S h - Llttls eleven from West Lafayette,
jyp.ndiana. Just before that game
Itagg would each year issue an
you
t)lH [tterview expressing anxiety as to
,, tVV'O
,
.
outcome. Chicago papers used
(JlfCC
he stock headline: "Stagg Fears
voUf
| if ^urdue," even after the Maroons
A ntl
jell from their lofty seat and the
>at.
i t h r g Boilermakers became one of the
-yjlfation.'
a's great,
311't Wn » lllO'
the
j An Associated Press item printat
>ner
i , -'tOp!<i in "The Record" recently told
C t"
c|-.;ha.t "Shaughnessy Fears Pacific."
.
tO
listory goes around in circles,
Pu
<<pr3:oesn't it?
. •
,»i ; Oh yes, our prognostication?
ir m
Vntch ^ .PACIFIC 13.
-pgjS CHICAGO 6.
/n A
.urtOVYH
j(JWhy? Those of you who read
|ie
P football pages of your favorite
,,'11 be
^ (I'ewspaper assiduously last week
, r g)llC 1
3Und one reason—and our only
he, we will admit. "Bradley Tech,
ill
hampions of their own circuit,
13 Little 19, held their own in
!g time today by playing the
jlfniversity of Chicago football
eem*
prop"
;!am to a 0 to 0 tie."
s
.n,y ^ That was the way the United
pot'1* '
rcss story ran.
1,1,1
trof
|7e re still hoping for the best
Berkeley, too. Aren't you?
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Tolerance comes with age; I
e ho fault
committed that I
vyself could not have committed
i some time or other.—Goethe.
o
rUDENT BODY FICS
£tffLast chance for student body
•r<i pictures is today from 1 to
Jp- m., Room 106, Weber Hall.
j^n-eent fee will be charged.
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A~Bear-Huntin'
Tomorrow Afternoon
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Stagg's Bengals Go

College Forensics
Start October 17
Intramural Tourney Expects To Draw
Many Entries From Campus, Town
Intramural forensic activity in the Pacific Student
Association is scheduled to get under way in the near
future, announced Professor Edward S. Betz, who is in
charge of this year's intramural program.

Competition is expected to be very keen among the

various living groups on or oft*
the campus. Last year three fra
ternities each entered teams in
debate, and the town of Stockton
was also represented.
This year's program, which does
not contemplate any formal debat
ing, is expected to attract entries
from the fraternities, the sorori
ties, the Dorm groups, the Co-op
and from Stockton.
Not more than five nor fewer
than two can form a team, the
average rankings the members re
ceive being the deciding factor in
all awards. Individuals will be
judged as such, and the individ
ual winner will also be recognized.
OPENING ROUND
The opening round will be on
October 17 in the afternoon. It
will consist of several discussion
groups of from five to eight con
testants each. The topic under dis
cussion will be one of the major
issues of the national question.

MENTOR

Again leading varsity debaters
of both Junior and Senior Col
lege is Coach Roy McCall, who
looks forward to a successful
season.

Ex. Committee
PI KAPPA DELTA QUESTION
Passes Fall
Pi Kappa Delta's national ques
tion, announced last week, is this:
Budget
Resolved: That the United States
should cease to use public funds
for the purpose of stimulating
business.
The intramural contestants willdiscuss the question, "How great
is the need for the proposal?" in
the first round. Three judges will
rank all the contestants in the
various groups of this and suc
ceeding rounds.
All entrants will participate in
the first three discussions, elimi
nations being by the average
scores over all three periods.
Round two will be held October
20 on the subject, "How satisfac
tory will the adoption of the prop
osition
alleviate
the
existing
need?" Round three will take up
the topic, "Would the best course
of action be the maintenance of
the status quo, the adoption of
the proposition, or the adoption
of some counter proposal?"

Final approval of the Pacific
Student Association budget for the
fall semester resulted at the Ex
ecutive Committee meeting last
Tuesday.
The budget was drawn up on a
percentage basis for only one
semester, in contrast to last year's
budget which was established on
a flat appropriation basis over the
whole year. Each activity will re
ceive the same percentage of the
entire student body funds as last
year, only a slight decrease in the
actual amount.
Other business transacted at the
meeting included the recommenda
tion of boxing as an intercollegiate
sport at Pacific, subject to the
approval of the Board of Athletic
Control; plans for entertaining
visiting California student body
head and yell leader at Thursday
luncheon; preparations for a final
student body card drive.
LENGTH OF TALKS
The committee also voted to
Contestants in each round will
send President Farley to the
give five to ten minute speeches
Berkeley alumni dinner tonight.
on the topic for the round, and
then will participate in open dis
cussion under the leadership of
the chairman. Each will have a
chance at the end to present a
short summary of the discussion
as he sees it.
The evening of October 27 will
"The on|y repertory theatre in
probably be the date for the final
contest. Five to eight of the best California," is the title which Pa
speakers entered in the contests cific Little Theatre has gained for
will be selected for one panel dis itself this year by sending a play
cussion on the topic of round to Lodi on October 13.
"The Ghost Flies South" is the
three. Judges will rank all speak
ers in the final round to determ name of the traveling show, and
ine the individual and team win the cast includes such well-known
names as Marian Akers, Latta
ners.
Ross, Grace Rifberg, Richard MirTROPHY AWARDED
ski, Bobbin Gay Peck, Doris
A trophy will be presented at Rankin, Carl Fuller, and Howard
the end of the intramural con Thurston. Newcomers are Bernatests, very possibly to both the in dine Badger and Jean Hodgers.
The show is under the direction
dividual and team winners. This
trophy will be a permanent tro of Lucian Scott, an old timer on
phy, with the winner each year Pacific's stage, and will have a
obtaining possession for that year one day showing at Pacific during
and having his name engraved on Homecoming. It is rumored that
"The Ghost Flies South" will play
the trophy.
in Angels Camp at a later date,
but nothing definite can be said
at this time.
o

Little Theatre
Goes On Road

Too Many Feet?
GAL'S FAULT,
SAYS SHAW

Here's good news, boys!
Miss Shaw, who is teaching
dancing on Monday evenings
in the gym, says that it is
definitely not a boy's fault if
he accidentally steps on his
girl-friend's toes during a
dance; it is the duty of a
member of the fair sex to see
that she takes large enough
steps to keep her feet out of
the way. Girls do you agree?
This dancing class, planned
not only for beginners but al
so for those interested in im
proving their technique, is
making remarkable progress.
The twenty-five couples or
more have learned the simple
waltz and two-step, and are
beginning
the
tango and
rhumba. The last lesson is
expected to be given to the
new dance-craze, the Lambeth
Walk. However, because of
the great number of students
in the class now, no new
comers can be admitted.

S. C. A. Finance
Drive Nears $400
Goal, Says Grubbs
Approximately $325 in pledges
and cash has been taken in by
the S.C.A. finance drive to date.
The budgeted goal is $400 and
until this is reached a small group
of workers will continue working
on the drive.
Irvln Grubbs, chairman of the
finance drive, wishes to thank all
those who worked on it and also
those who have given or pledged.
Honors for the most successful
work goes to Carol Beth Meyers,
who has solicited in pledges and
cash, $43.
Any worker who has not turned
in his envelope is asked to please
turn it in at the S.C.A. rooms.
o
PUBLIC AFFAIRS GROUP
Meeting of the Public Affairs
group will be held at Anderson
Hall Wednesday, October 12, with
a prominent local leader discuss
ing "Issues of the Current State
Campaign."

Debate Squad
Outlines New
Program
Many Tournaments On
Intercollegiate Sked
Over thirty members of the Pa
cific Student Association attended
the opening squad meeting of the
1938 forensic year, held in the
S. C. A. Rooms, Tuesday at 7:30.
Professor Dyawne Orton, prin
cipal of the Stockton Junior Col
lege, gave a short speech outlin
ing past achievements of Pacific
debate teams. Professor Edward
S. Betz outlined for the group
this year's prospective intramural
program.
Then Professor E. R. Nichols
spoke about this year's national
subject, which has just been re
leased by Pi Kappa Delta, national
honorary forensic society, . The
question dealing with pump prim
ing, one of the New Deal's pet
economic theories, was chosen
over questions of collective secur
ity or isolation.
Martin Pulich, debate manager
of the Pacific forensic squad and
president of the California Delta
chapter of Pi Kappa Delta, out
lined the year's intercollegiate ac
tivity.
"DEMOCRACY, FOO"
The Northern California Junior
College Association day of speech
activity has been postponed until
October 29. That will be the first
opportunity for members of the
forensic squad who are still in the
junior college to gain intercol
legiate experience. Especially in
teresting should be the after-din
ner speaking contest on the sub
ject, "Democracy, Foo."
The Armistice Day week-end
will be featured by a large tourna
ment at Bakersfield Junior Col
lege. As is customary on the open
ing tournament of the year, as
large a squad as possible will be
taken on the trip.
Thanksgiving will find selected
members of the Pacific Student
Association traveling to Seattle,
Washington, for the annual West
ern Association Teachers of Speech
Tournament.
SPRING SCHEDULE
January will be featured by a
junior college tournament some
where in the southern part of the
state.
The annual Linfield Invitational
Tournament will be held early in
February at Linfield College in
McMinnville, Oregon.

Koehler
Elected
Prexy
Of Senior Class
In Run-off Poll
In a special class run-off elec
tion held yesterday, Ed Koehler
defeated M Hedges for presidency
of the senior class.
Results of the other run-off
elections:
For president of the sophomore
class, Ken Klass defeated Glen
Harter.
President of the freshman class
is Les Dowe, who wound up ahead
of Barrie Stephens.
Yesterday's balloting completed
the 1938 roster of class officers,
which follows:

International
Affairs Meet
Monday
Dr. Knoles To Speak
On "Dictator Dealing"
Dr. Tully C. Knoles, president
of the College of the Pacific, will
he the speaker at the opening
meeting of the year's program of
the International Affairs Club
Tuesday at 3:15 in the S.C.A.
rooms. Dr. Knoles will discuss the
outcome of Chamberlain's policy
of dealing with dictators.
The International Affairs Club
on the College of the Pacific cam
pus is one of a large number of
like organizations established on
various campuses throughout the
nation. Material in the shape of
reviews and authoritative books
on various subjects is furnished
by the Carnegie Foundation for
World Peace.

SENIOR CLASS—
President
Ed Koehler
Vice president ....Verna Dunstan INITIAL CONFAB
A short business meeting was
Treasurer
Kenneth Hench
Secretary
Virginia Sack held last Monday at 3 o'clock for
the purpose of electing officers.
JUNIOR CLASS—
Bill Becker, retiring president,
President
Dick Morrall presided over the election which
Vice president
Pat Carson resulted in the selection of the
Treasurer
Hugh McWilliams following officers: President,
Secretary
Marguerite Etzel Gregg Phifer; secretary-treasurer,
Chris Pappas, and temporary
SOPHOMORE CLASS—
social chairman, Beverly Myers.
President
Ken Klaas Dr. G. A. Werner was unanimous
Vice president .... Adrian Squires ly approved as faculty adviser.
Treasurer
Bill Biddick
The election of a permanent
Secretary
Jean Strong vice president and of a social
chairman will be part of the busi
FRESHMAN CLASS—
ness on next week's program. A
President
Les Dowe social period will, as usual, follow
Vice president
Harry Platek the speaker of the day.
Treasurer
Claude Hogan
Secretary
Charmaine Cash PLANS FOB YEAR
o
The local International Affairs
Club plans on being represented
at the Conference of the Northern
California-Nevada Region of In
ternational Relations Clubs. This
conference will be held at Domini
Dean Berg's three Orientation can College in San Rafael on
classes were taken through the October 28 and 29. Delegates from
college library yesterday. Miss the local club will be Dr. G. A.
Potts and Miss Joachims, who Werner, the faculty adviser; Gregg
were in charge, explained the use Phifer, the president, and prob
of the alphabetized files and the ably others.
Eight new books have been re
Readers' Guide to find references.
The rules to follow in checking ceived by the local organization
out books and magazines were from the Carnegie Endowment.
also discussed. By these trips it is These will be placed on the Inter
hoped that students will become national Affairs Club shelf in the
more acquainted with their col library, together with the books
which came last year.
lege library.
o———

Orientation Class
Inspects Library

'LOST IN A FOG' THEME OF
ick Heads
BAWD EN'S STAR-GAZERS S. A. Group

No. 4

Fans Accompany
Team, Band To Bay
Train Pulls Out Of Southern Pacific
Depot With More Than 150 Aboard
All-l-l aboard! Fun-lovers and sports-lovers, step
right this way for the Golden Bear Special!
In this vein at yesterday's rally-assembly, Yell
Leader Ernie Atkinson announced the chartering of a
special train for students planning to attend the Pacific———^California game tomorrow.
•
Dick Patriquln, chief rouserupper, said, "Only fifty of you
loyal Tigers are needed to fill the
train tomorrow. Members of th#
team, coaches, the band and other
officials help to make up the re
quired 150 that must be on the
train. The tickets are selling even
faster than expected."
To raise $87,911 is the goal this
year of the Community Chest EARLY TOMORROW
The train will leave the Soutlfcf.
drive in Stockton, headed by War
ern Pacific station at 8:15 Satur
ren H. Atherton, for the charity day morning. Prices for a roundand the character building work trip will be $1.55. Also leaving on
to be done during the coming the special train will be the team
year. The drive, starting October and the band.
A dance car will be provided
10 will last 10 days.
for entertainment and will no
The money raised is turned over doubt see plenty of usage before
to 14 agencies, a few of which are the trip is over. All students are
the American Red Cross, the Boy urged to buy rdoters' caps and
Scouts, the Camp Fire Girls, the pom-poms to add to the spirit of
Y.M.C.A., the Salvation Army, and the game.
our own Student Christian Asso
ciation. During the year, anyone RALLY ADDS PEP
Swing, yells and band musio
in need of food, shelter, clothing
or other necessities is referred to were among the many attractions
of the Thursday morning rally.
one of these agencies for aid.
Bob Eley, with his usual verve
The Community Chest
was and splendid feeling for comedy,
started 15 years ago and has been started off with a boom one of
led by various civic leaders since. the best rallies in the history of
Since 1923 the chest has served the college.
many needy cases in the com
The featured guests of the day
munity, established itself as one
of the worthiest charities effecting were AI Lindsay, Cal's student
body prexy, and Bob Culver, their
Stockton.
dynamic yell leader. Herman Sapiro's music set the feet a-goin'
and put some swing in the gath
ering.
Ernie Atkinson then introduced
his new assistants, Ham Briggs
and Bill Shedler, and with this
combination the P.S.A. was able
to yell with greater enthusiasm
T h e W E E K L Y r e  than has been heard around these
grets sincerely the un parts for some time.
fortunate mixup in the
Dr. Eiselen, with all the serious
distribution of the pa ness of a hard of the ancients,
pers last Friday. The recited his now famous football
business staff of the take-off on "Horatius at the
WEEKLY was merely Bridge.' '
•,

Uommunity In
1938 Chest
Drive

BEGGIN" YOUR
PARDON,
FOLKS

trying to comply with
the request of the Ex
ecutive Committee that
only PSA members re
ceive the paper. How
ever, the scheme back
fired and many mem
bers, as well as nonmembers, did not re
ceive their issues. Blame
for this state of affairs
can be placed on any
number of things, most
ly unavoidable. Taking
the graceful way out,
the WEEKLY offers its
apologies for inconven
iencing the student body
and says "it won't hap
pen again."

COACHES HOPEFUL
Capping this already full-to-thebrim type of program was the
ever-essential
word
from
the
coaching staff of the Tigers.
Ralph Francis was presented amid
shouts of something or other, and
told the students that they had
every reason to hope for a real
game from the Pacific Tigers.
o

Bill Biddick was elected chair
man of the Student Affairs Com
mittee by secret ballot at a meet
ing held Tuesday, October 4, in
By BUFORD BUSH
the S. C. A. room. Rae HungerAs a field trip for the more elaborate study of the ford received position of vice
astronomical aspects of the course on Man's Physical chairman.
Universe, Dr. and Mrs. Bawden, accompanied by thirty
Bill Biddick, a past member of
students, conducted an excursion to Lick Observatory the Varsity Debating Squad and
Emphasizing the fact that the
atop Mount Hamilton. The trip occupied the early after treasurer of the Sophomore class,
need of America today demands
succeeds Karl Hanson, former
constructive thinking on the part
noon and late evening of Satur- >
of its voters, the Young Repub
day, October 1, and the early phone an(j return to report that chairman of the committee.
The secretary of the organiza
lican Clubs of the United States
morning hours of Sunday, October the observatory ,our goal, is fog
offer every young man and woman
2. The skies were shrouded with ging up. Astronomically speaking, tion, Lora Lou Childs, was elected
last term.
between the ages of 16 and 24 an
fog, making use of the telescope there is a fifty-fifty chance
Discussion of supervising the
opportunity to voice their opin
impossible.
Yeah! That it remains had and
conduct on the special train for
ions concerning national economic
Such would be the society note doesn't get worse.
tomorrow's game was taken up.
and political issues through the
. such also is the news lead. ... EXPERIMENTATION
medium of a nation-wide orator
Onward! We'll make it a psy The possibility of having lockers
Mighty nice. But it's everything
In the school buildings for stud
ical contest which starts in this
you want to know and a feature c h o l o g i c a l e x p e r i m e n t . . . . D o
Attending the Pacific - Chicago state the week of October 3.
tells everything that you should popcorn, peanuts and candy have ents living off the campus was
alumni dinner at Los Angeles last
There will be $1,000 in cash,
not know . . . and this is a fea a tendency to rise while bussing also discussed.
Thursday were 120 alumni, includ traveling expenses and national
ture. Where is pathos, romance, on sharp corners. Or don't we
ing 65 old Pacificites and 55 Chi acclaim to reward the winner of
a slug of the heroic, a quill of have to wash out the bus? Our
cago grads.
the national elimination contest
thrills? The heartbreak, the tears, personal present fluctuation would
Main features of the evening to be held in Washington, D. C.,
lead us to the scientific observa
the jeers?
were talks by Coach Stagg, Presi luring the first week of Novem
Come, let's try again and re tion that . . . we'll wash!
dent Knoles, Erwin Farley, P.S.A. ber. Second prize winner will re
8:30: First a whisp, then a blan
write the story of the starless
president, and vocal selections by ceive $500 in cash and the third
ket, and now a sea of fog. We
astronomy trip.
prize winner will receive $250 in
William
Geery, Pacific, '34.
4:30 p. m.: Our Ford bus trans aren't scared, but that compound
Due to the broadcasting of the
Cardinal purpose of the banquet cash.
portation is at hand! We kissed gear isn't the cause of all the
In the regional district elimina
the cat, the dog and the gal knocking in the bus. Still, we go world series baseball games, three was accomplished in that several
friend. Fed the canary, forwarded forward and here comes a cai. . . • has been a general mix-up in the Chicago alumni are planning defi tion contests to be held during the
the mail, stopped the milk and Have you never caught a finger Campus Studio schedule for next nitely to go east for the Chicago- week of October 24, the winning
sundrily prepared ourselves for in a bottle just after dumping week. The games have cut in on Pacific game on the special Col contestant will receive $150 in cash
stormy weather by the addition flour in the electric fan? Then the time for the Pacific broadcast lege of the Pacific train, Novem and the second prize winner, $100.
In the state elimination contests,
of one sweater. We thought that you have no idea of how a bus so that no definite time can be ber 7.
to be held during the week of Octo
we were fully equipped for view and a car pass on a mountain set for the programs.
After the dinner, which was
ing the firmament in all its glory road in the fog. The female mem
Radio Stage will not be heard held at the Royal Palms Hotel ber 17, the first prize is $100 in
from the heights of Mount Hamil bers of our party merely yawned today at 5, but next Wednesday both of the alumni groups attend cash; second prize $50 in cash, and
at the same time. This change is ed the Pacific-Loyola game at Gil- third prize $25 in cash.
ton outside the little village of . . . (or didn't they?)
Full information and entry
due to daylight savings time sub more Stadium.
San Jose. But after looking over AT LONG LAST
blanks may be had by applying
9:00 (the same day): Sighing, stituted by the regular time sched
that Ford and remembering the
to Donald W. Hornbeck, chair
Mount Hamilton road we rushed shivering, stealthily sneaking, we ule, causing a number of radio
man, The Young Republican Na
right over and kissed the gal reach the top. Warm? No! They programs to be switched.
tional Federation, National Head
again. So we embarked with don't heat observatories in the
Radio Stage is producing the
quarters, 1528 Standard Building,
hopes of seeing her again in this places they take you. Have the first of the Intercollegiate Scripts
Cleveland, Ohio.
beauties of the spectroscope ever next week. It is a football play
lifetime.
o
been explained to you? Have you entitled "Post Mortem."
HAPPY DAZE
Fifteen Pacific students are now
5:30: With the strains of never bandied a million light
Monday, Dr. Knoles' talk will
engaged in elementary practice
"The World Is Waiting for the y e a r s b e t w e e n y a w n s ? . . . A t probably not be heard at the reg
teaching in three different Stockton
last
we
leave.
Should
I
weary
you
ular
time,
but
it
will
be
tran
Sunrise," humming through out
scribed and possibly released later elementary schools.
heads and with full expectations with the return journey?
The list includes thirteen women
1:00 a. m. San Jose. Woke up in the day.
of seeing it in person, we sped
The Thurston Psychological Ap
The Pacific Symposium program and two men. It reads as follows
through Tracy. We are determined for a cup of coffee. Made certain
following the Anti-Picketing bill El Dorado School, Edith Ijams titude test and the Iowa Silent
to go forward despite prospects of driver was still with us.
2:00 a. m. Livermore. Woke up. discussion will feature a discus Catherine Lund, and Hertha Reading test will be given Satur
slow starvation before the Junc
sion on the Tom Mooney case. Rausch; Woodrow Wilson School, day morning, October 8, at 9
Driver still with us.
tion is reached.
2:50 a. m. French Camp. Woke The script is prepared by Gregg Patricia Mason, Betty Booth, Lora o'clock in Room 210, Administra
6:15: The bus is making sur
prisingly good time! We could up . . . and who cares whether Phifer, who will also take part Lou Childs, Barbara Gammons, tion Building.
A fee of fifty cents (50c) will
almost hope if ... if only those he is or not. Stockton in ten min in the discussion. He will be Junnane Bronzich, Roy Cencirulo,
Francis Jackson;
Weber be charged. All those who fail to
snails WOULD STOP WHIZZING utes . . . and we got up for assisted by Orveli Fletcher and and
School, Carmen Tindell, Marjorie take it at this time must take it
Carl Fuller.
breakfast.
BY!
Ho hum, what a guy won't do
A more definite schedule will Nichols, Betty Rae Stone, Jan later, at which time a fee of $1
8:00: Dirty weather ahead! Our
Wright, and Marjorie Vachon.
be released next week.
will be charged.
scouts have gone out via the tele- for 500 points!

Would-Be Astronomers Can't See A Lick At
Mt. Hamilton, But What A Bus Ride!

Young Republicans
Offer Contest
To Orators

Alumni Dinner
Successful

Radio Schedule.
Revised During
World Series

Practice Teaching
Claims Fifteen

Notice To Frosh,
New Students

a:

Page

Weekly Feature
LIFTING HIMSELF BY HIS BOOTSTRAPS

PLAUDIT OF THE MONTH

—By BASTIAN

goes to genial, energetic Pacific Alumni Secietarj,
Robert L. Burns for his fine advance work on the big
Chicago trip coming up next month.

PRIMO YOB CONDUCTING

In the mails last week to all Pacific alumni and
many University of Chicago alumni on the West
Coast were circulars describing the trip to Chicago in
all its alluring details, including a special train (carry
ing rooters and team together, splendid accommoda
tions in one of southside Chicago s finest hostelries,
and the many added scenic inducements afforded by
the W I N D Y CITY SPECIAL.
At the same timef the ubiquitous Mr. Burns was
driving the opening nail into the campaign at the
joint C. O. P.-Chicago alumni banquet at Los Ange
les last Thursday night. Honoring the one man be
loved by both alumni groups, A. A. Stagg, the affair
was a masterpiece of diplomacy, deftly staged. The
fruit it will bear should prove juicy, and further the
cause of the "Special."
Stagg's fighting Tigers are out to put Pacific on
the map November 12. Bob Burns is paving the way
ahead of them, the way that leads to Chicago and
relationships that will make Pacific mean something
to the country at large. It's a gargantuan job that the
Alumni Herder has bitten off for himself, but not only
will he chew it: he'll DO what he chooses, namely,
get that Pacific caravan a-rolling across country, jampacked with Pacific rooters and well-wishers, along
about November 7. Can't you hear the whistle
blo-o-O-o—o-wing ?

"AW, WHAT DO I
care about what France or Germany is doing? They're
too far awav."
Thus many a college "student" expresses his dis
dain for things of only worldwide importance. In
corresponding terms, another generation of college
students, many of whom were to learn French near
the Meuse-Argonne or on the way to Sedan, expressed
their disdain.
If you want to be in the swim these days you
have to keep up on world events. The radio, for ex
ample, brings Pacific Coast listeners the news of
European events eight hours before they happen.
(Due to difference in time.)
As a rallying place for those who like to keep up
on events, the International Affairs Club was started
last year under the sponsorship of Doctor Werner.
This organization is only one of a large number of
similar clubs on campuses throughout the nation. It
is for you and of you; will you make good use of it?
To keep up world events, keep up with the Interna
tional Affairs Club—Tuesday at 3:15 in the S. C. A.
Rooms.
G. P.

IT'S SOT TO GO
this gambling that's putrifying the greensward on
Stadium Drive. 1 hese columns contained a warning
two weeks ago. Now, things have reached the ulti
matum stage. Here it goes, both barrels:
Straight from the shoulder, men, the only thing
to do, for the sake of the school and yourselves, is to
pack up the African dominoes and take them else
where, if you must have your "fling." The Student Af
fairs Committee has your case pretty well-settled al
ready and it can easily mean expulsion for all of you.
Junior College and Senior College rules explicitly for
bid gambling on.the campus environs. Really, fellows,
we d hate to see yop leave school so early in your col
legiate careers, many of them quite promising.
There you have it. Perhaps the best thing to do
might be to leave those playthings at home and stick
around awhile yourselves. There's plenty of room for
all of us, provided that we all abide by the rules. Bet
ter break it up, boys; you can't win anyway.
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Power House
Changed To
Library
But The "Power"
Still Goes On
Although the wheels still con
tinue to go around inside, Ye Old
Pacific Power House is not what
it used to be. The tragic end of
the old power plant resulted in an
addition to the student power
house, namely the new Pacific li
brary.
Work has been rushed all during
the summer months in order to
finish the building before the open
ing of school. The official opening
took place during this last week,
though many students have already
thoroughly toured the new building
at various hours and found it much
to their liking.
The library has always been a
great help to the students both
academically and socially. It pro
vides a quiet atmosphere in which
to study, has many reference
books—and, after all, who hasn't
walked home from the library on
a warm evening by way of Stadium
Drive, or gone to study calculus
as a wallflower and come home
minus the calculus plus a blind
date?
Yea, the old power house has
gone to its final resting place and
left in its stead a greatly improved
library.

"What A Life!"-Field Trip By Bus
Geology students this year may
be submitted to the unprecedented
luxury of going out on field trips
in busses, according to Dr. Allan
Waldo, head of the Geology De
partment.
Tentative arrangements were
made with a local bus company to
take the combined classes out on
their first field trip November 5,
when it was discovered that there
were "ot enougn students with
cars to handle transportation of
the entire group. The enrollment
in the Geology Department this
term is the heaviest in history.
———o

Bay Alumni Hold
Dinner Tonight
The "Alums" of the bay region
are getting into the spirit of
things for the California game,
starting off with a bang tonight,
October 7, at the Hotel Colt, with
their annual banquet.
Highlights of the evening will
be talks by Dean James Corson
and President Knoles, and a dra
matic presentation by Robert Ely,
'38.
Minett F. Hallmark, president
of the east bay chapter, will pre
side, with Melburn Matheny, 834,
leading songs and yells.

Library Hours
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The
Cat's

:

Whisker
rnininiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiNiiH
By "STUB" HARVEY
Paced by a dozen notable pre
mieres in September, the October
broadcast schedule on the net
works, as well as several of the
independent stations, will hit a
new high in big names and inno
vations.
HEAR Eddie Cantor on the
"Camel Caravan," KSFO, Monday,
8 p. m. ... Joe "Buy a Duck"
Penner, same station, Thursday
nights, 5:30 p .m. . . . Ben Bernle,
Lew Lehr and "all the lads" on
Sundays between 8:00 and 8:30 p.
m.
TUNE IN Friday nights at 8:30
p. m. to KPO (NBC-Red network)
and hear Death Valley Days fea
turing true stories . . . Fred War
ing and his 60 musicians begin
a new series over KPO Saturday
night at 9:00 p. m.
DONT FAIL to reserve October
23rd for a big event over KSFO
when John Barbirolli begins an
impressive series with the Phil
harmonic-Symphony. More about
this splendid series in next week's
column. (Music majors take no
tice!)
The Daily Californian, in con
junction with the Associated Stud
ents of U. C. Radio Commission
plans to hold regular programs
over KLX or KLS, Oakland, start
ing next week. More about this
program later on . . .
THE PACIFIC WEEKLY is one
up on the Daily Californian; they
have no radio column . . . (No
cracks, please!)
Jack Benny has a rival! Efrem
Zimbalist, violinist, dared to chal
lenge Benny's interpretation of
"The Bee." Mary Livingstone was
one step ahead of Jack and lock
ed up his "Strad" until after the
broadcast. Zimbalist won by a
slight margin.
M a r t h a R a y e , Hollywood's
daintiest vocalist, (if you don't
look at her mouth) "tripped"
down the aisle to marry Dave
Rose, her musical arranger, last
Sunday. When she opened her
mouth to say "I do" the draught
was so big they had to close the
doors to save the decorations.
Bob Burns insists the well-dress
ed girl nowadays looks like the
debutramp of twenty-five years
ago. He has taken pictures of his
wife and sister recently and claims
that no one can tell but what
they're old pictures of his kinfolks. (Clothes are somewhat missleading.)
Charlie McCarthy, "King of
Block-heads," promptly got into
trouble recently upon his first
visit to Hollywood's new Radio
City, when he stuck his hanij in
the wrong place during a posing
of a photograph, short circuiting
two wires.
Bookworms or those who never
read a book yet lyiow all about
the best sellers can hear a fine
program called "Of Men and
Books" on Tuesday afternoons on
CBS.

FEATURES: Editor—Dot Stegall.
The College of the Pacific Li
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There are many organizations on
this campus which do not seem to
strike students as being important
parts of our college activities. Reasons for this may he that they
are not publicized sufficiently, or
that public performances and ap
pearances are few. For these rea
sons, interest of students and
members of these organizations
seems to be lacking.
A GOOD ORCHESTRA
For the past six or seven years
the Little Theatre Orchestra has
been in charge of a student con
ductor who is selected through
try-outs, from a group of appli
cants, by an auditing board, com
posed of conservatory faculty and
Little Theatre representatives. The
selected conductor has the choice
of selecting the most prominent
instrumentalists from the Pacific
Student Association.
The conductorship for the Little
Theatre Orchestra has been put in
the hands of Mr. Milton Kwate
for the ensuing year. Mr. Kwate
has been a member of our stud
ent body for the past three years,
being very active in conservatory
activities. His fine sense of rhy
thm and musicianship have been
instrumental in advancing him to
high musical achievements.
ITS MEMBERS
The orchestra is composed of
the following selected musicians:
"Violins—Norman
Lamb,
Verne
Cook, A1 Liedstrand, A1 Miller,
Mildred Marsch, Lawrence Short;
Cellos—Tommy
Wescott,
Bruce
Tomlinson; Flute—Jean Weiberts;
Oboe—Otho York; Clarinet—Jack
Blaikie; Bassoon—George Carlisle;
French Horn—Merle Morton; Cor
nets—Gene Lanselle, Randall Kamerer; Trombone—Gene Rotsch;
Bass—Evelyn Ward; Piano—Camille Goff.
The purpose of the Little The
atre Orchestra is to play for all
Little Theatre productions and
other Pacific performances such
By GLADYS HUGHES
as the dance drama. We should
CLEO A LA LUDWIG
be proud to have such a group
This week we take up biogra entertain in between the acts, and
phy, the essay, and a few other also represent the student body
things—maybe. Our reading of during the plays.
late has been mostly a hod'ge GIVE 'EM A HAND
podge of anything we could get
Experience in playing light mu
our hands on in a leisure moment. sical selections and honor of be
One of the most interesting vol ing a member of this outstanding
umes we have picked up in many group are opportunities afforded
a week is Emil Ludwig's "CLEO by this organization. Since playing
PATRA: THE STORY OF
for Little Theatre productions is
QUEEN." We have read many about the only time the orchestra
other biographies of this remark appears before the public, this is
able lady, but never one so vibrant also the only time that it can
with life. Mr. Ludwig's colorful gain recognition as a student
prose style lends itself well to this body organization. So at these ap
type of life story. He recreates pearances let's show some appre
the great figures of Egypt's down ciation for the efforts and hard
fall so that they take on flesh and work this group has put forth.
blood before our very eyes. Cleo
patra rules again, Intelligently, and
loves violently and beautifully.
Anthony strides before our eyes
a Hercules in every truth, but
weak, vacillating, crude. And Caes
ar, too, is with us—mighty Caesar
with his Alexander-dream and his
love for Cleopatra. We close the
book with a feeling that here was
a truly great woman, too great
for the athletic Antony. We feel
that only with Caesar by her side
was this woman in full bloom;
after Caesar's death, Antony got
only the physical, flesh and blood
Cleopatra; the great intellect of
the lovely queen lay with Caesar
on his funeral pyre.
Excuse us if we have become a
wee bit lyrical on the subject, but
we just can't help it. There is
something about the combination
of a truly great writer of biogra
By THURSTON
phy writing about one of our favo
The Little Theater is a scene
rite historical people that makes
us want to shout. It was truly of intense activity these days as
marvelous.
everyone jumps from the "Front
Page to back stage, and starts
LEACOCK LECTURES
Also good for your leisure mo throwing sets together for' "The
ments is Stephen Leacock's book Ghost Flies South." This little
of essays, "HERE ARE MY LEC opus is being taken to Lodi Oct.
TURES." Mr. Leacock is always 13 for a one-night stand. It would
hilarious in a quiet way, and he seem that Pacific Little Theater
has never been in better form. is now a road house—er—road
His description of the barrage of show.
The latest laugh of "The Ghost
tests the poor freshman must un
dergo nowadays is perfect—it Flies South' 'is the part of Chigives one such a fellow feeling. quita, an Indian squaw, being
We think it's class A entertain played by Dick Mirski (seen as
ment.
"Louis" in Front Page). We
understand he (or she) has 11
papooses.
It seems that Marion Akers,
playing the lead, again gets the
wool pulled over his eyes (some
Dr. Arnold is planning a new one's always doing that) by a
series of trips for his zoology Miss Bernadine Badget (cute,
classes to the coast to observe too!).
The next Little Theater offering
marine life. Present plans call
for two different trips a year is the beautiful play "Liliom,"
with repeat and optional trips also starring "Mad Squaw" Mirski and
offered.
Reba Sinclair. You'll hear more
At low tide, students will go out about that later. So we leave you
on the rocks, probably near Point with a parting shot that we hear
Lobos, to observe the sea lions, Bobbin Gay Peck thinks a gottal
marine caves, and various types of fricative is an East Malayan duck
rricasse.
animal life along the way.
Neither the transportation nor
the date problems have been
solved as yet, but the first trip
will probably be held during the
latter part of October or the first
of November.

WHEN YOU

BACKSTAGE

Zoology Classes
To Go Wading

J. C. Registration

DR. EISELEN'S
©AG O'
THE WEEK

Total registration in Stockton
Junior College has reached 1230
students. Final statistics were Lives of football men remind us,
We may bite and kick and slug,
given out *rom the office of
And departing, leave behind us,
Dwayne Orton, J. C. president,
Footprints on some fellow's mug.
Wednesday, September 28.
—Adv.
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UP AT DAVIS THE A(Xj
have a new bean threshet
promises to do things. The
type caused up to 15 per
damage In the form of Crac
r D«
and skin rupturing.
«

WHIRL
By TWINCHELL
This week's column Is dedicated
to that small handful of rooters
who, having had fortitude enough
to write home to the "old man"
for that good check, followed their
team to the large community of
Los Angeles and made more noise
than Almee MaePhearson's temple
on Sunday night. ."May you have
enjoyed yourself in the Soixthlamd,
and may those who didn't make
It wish they had so they'll get
off the dime for the games to
follow.
But before we forget to stick
to strictly news, let me apologize
for lack of gossip this week-end.
It seems some hollow-headed col
umnist has been so untactful as
to reveal my identity and I can
no longer take off without qualms
of fear for my name and neck.
Already I've been sent a snooper's
license and threatened with having
my past paraded before all. Not
that I have any conscience con
cerning my past but—we all have
our moments, ain't it?
AFTER LOYOLA WE'RE STILL
SEEING: That bruiser Colee swandiving over the line for six points
in the third stanza . . .Rhizomia's
hitch-hiking team of seven men
and fourteen thumbs . . . led by
Buzz Fisher, who was last seen
talking to two blondes outside the
stadium (they weren't talking to
him) . . . the violinist-ventrilo
quist funny man in Ted Weem's
band at the Palomar , . . Becker,
how much will I get to shut up?
. . . Clark Gable, H. Stine and F.
Hellman at the Biltmore where
Shep Fields was giving out the
jive on the down beat . . . Peg
Hissem reading last week's Peg
Leg Styles in this column . . .
"Flame" Codiga and "Stinky"
Hedges (nuff said) . . . Ernie At
kinson faithfully leading the rah
rahs with the Pacific section
worth their weight in noise . . .
the telephone poles go by the
windows of the Streamliner , . .
Pete Whittaker anywhere ... ev
ery eight-ball, shine, or Jim Crow
from Stockton to L. A. being
christened "Codiga" by the team
. . . seven points on the score
board.
THINGS WE'D LIKE TO SEE:
Consistent weather . . . less
homework over the week ends
Everybody in Berkeley . . a real
campus scandal . . . more dinks
(not to be confused with "drinks'
or dings") in or around the city
of Stockton or surrounding com
munities . . . The faces of the
more properly prudent during cer
tain parts of "The Front Page"
. . . "Sing You Sinners" and "You
Can't Take It With You" when
they come here . . . Real English
Scones served somewhere
college of the students, by the
students, and for the students , .
some life around here on week
ends . . . Cocoanut Fruit Ice
Cream in the dining hall
California knocked over by Pacific
. . . National frats . . . snow on
the lawns so-me winter . . . Danny
Gassberg again , . . junior college
students knowing the school songs
... a good picture of somebody
on his Student Body Card
Private secretaries to do your
homework . . . blondes pref
somebody light up a big cigar in
the dining hall . . . an old time
rally with Patriquin & Co. again
. . . Chapel . . . A debate between
Jacoby and Hitler . . . Alice Faye
singing "At Long Last Love" and
giving me these and those with
them lamps . . . The swimming
pool frozen over for an ice skat
ing rink . , . this column write
me
itself.
THINGS WE'LL NEVER SEE
AGAIN: The days when men were
men and not something you throw
around your neck (wrong
\.tiuug joKe)
joke)
paying a
HI. report ca,,ls without i'a;
bill . . . -girls you thought were
cute even If they didn't have any
y
brains
. . fe„OW8 you thQ
were cute even if they didn't h
any money . . . free luncheg _
booTs
^ ,0ng l6tters in year
books ' 7 our ^1 back home . .
the quarter we loaned our room!
mate . . the
at lhe
fraternities
" * • °ur white shoes
SafG f°r democracy.
' WeU tL
"ainh it
* T are" °"e of these
ain t it so tirades without any
SUl,e' "r brickbat!
But T V
I just can't resist wondering
was not that Edle Ijanis
sense of Ingenuity that 8ent "Z
Snooper's Permit on the prettv
green paper. i f not> , J * *
everybody. You too. W. W. and B
T° m ^
lette'
letter would
do thnf
at to m©- Well
had a momentary thrill and 1
can pass the Snoopers PermU on
to Dixon. And so, goodbye^ .

CONGRESSMAN
.it'
down at Troy is going to
next Congress for $14,905,005
. ,
III
west coast naval defenses, g, f
million of it is going for a„'
station at Kodiak, Alaska, »
t o«f ga
and three-quartCr million are . if
ing for two fleet servicing
one at Puget Sound and the0,
at Mare Island. Walsh said
our greatest asset lay in the
giicr
velopment of a navy "0{
J,
at°
strength and efficiency that
by
one will dare attack us." He
garded the European sitUat <
]i!
with distrust and said we A. •;
mind our own business and,
sue a policy of stringent and I
h( |

/

V

rd»V

est neutrality.

J. WELDON JONES WAS Ah )'
a visitor at U. S. C. He is j •
financial adviser to the Philip. ,;:P'
government. "The fact tha( - '''''
United States is putting an m : • '
on cocoanut oil and sugar is jj
ficial to the Philippines be« (•
the tar will be turned over t0 (
island's fund for the independi i»nU
,
campaign." he said. The re'u
are windfalls of depreciation *
cause the islands will suffsr C S»UDI
nf' Fit '
i"
economic collapse in 1946 duj ' rot
the raising of tariff walls bj
U. S. to the islands now free. WTbi.

cv

TO
APPEASE THOSE
might be sentimental to Cal,A
are three selections that oij
to satisfy. The Student Work
Federation isn't speaking to
Bureau of Occupations. A
matter of allowing students
work for less than 40c an h,
seems to he the bone of con!
tion. The Personnel manager
mitted she had made two e*t
tions because she has no cos
over gas stations. Minding
dren ajso falls in that categt
The gassers get 35c an hour,
the minders get 25c plus time
study their lessons.

I MAJ

Footb

PENNY-PITCHING RE SUM
among Cal. law students,
have to do something to rel!
their burdened minds from welgl
problems of legal procedure.
THE LAST ITEM HAS TO
with the final results of the d
music preference poll held on
Berkeley campus. Swing led si
swing by a one-third majo
Goodman led the pack wits
Dorsey and Heidt tied for sec
place and Freddy Martin and
Kyser fighting it out for thir

Alir

Fi

A SWEATER AND SKIRT

the favorite combine with the
eds. See how this Syracuse
vey checks with your own here
the west. Most of them buy
clothes on Friday. Their for:
cost from 15-20 dollars. They
two pairs of hose at 89c a
Most of them own more than
pair of gloves. New fall ens
bles costing from 10-15
were bought by 87 per cent
them.
FRESNO STATE HAS UNO
ered an egg-eating champion,
fortunately, he lives in 8«
Island and goes by the nam'
Tillinghast. He downed four
en eggs without losing a yelk
believe he must own a flock
hens or something, because t
are forty cents a dozen.

%

Di St

THE
SAN
JOSE
Spartan informs me that thert
lot of goings-on down tbefl
found out that they're spenfu
a million dollars for neve W
ings, just like that. The UN
is to have a $600,000 wing,
/
the other $400,000 is to go
new music building
o-

*
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Disney Drawings
For 'Snow White
At Haggin
Approximately 100 of the
inal watercolor paintings us
filming Walt Disney's '
White and the Seven T>v"
were placed on exhibition W
Haggin Gallery-Museum in
tory Park Saturday, October
remain until October 16.
The pictures consist ofthe original celluloid with tW
rious characters from the
band painted in full color
this sheet. These have been
a special background f°r
tion purposes, then hei
Matted and finally protect1
wear by a covering of celloPMaking one of the most coN*
ly "dressed up" exhibits seen
long time.
The pictures are for sale,
already several have been
served by those who wish to
them in children's roofflr
Gallery-Museum is open to
Troups jn
mornings;
nublic every afternoon,
hat it is closed all day Nt"®
fro®.
°n Sunday the hours are »0 5. There is no charge
mission.

1
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DRAMA
MUSIC
BETTY DIXON, Editor

ompleteQ
A
S
S
E
S
that we have a snooping
^se) thanx to Mr. Twinchell,
L,e there'll be more material
this column, we hope.
Carter, former Pacific gal,
forced to leave Cal be-

' SoinD.
f°r J**
,14,l
Of•it I. rt
to<U^0'n8 f0r se of illness. She is up and
|,,r«rt»
A|a»k»'ind, but
will not return to
r
|.
n*St s^""0h jpol until January. Meantime,
r" '"Iana
*hrt 8 S loss is our gain,
fter cheering the team on last
of Mr> itfay night, Gayle Iiawls and
*n' 7*

eff|cj^Vy "ol Hill cavorted to the rippling
*ttacK
Hfhm of Shep Fields at the
,1B
Eurt).K
:oanut Grove, and arrived at
in time for
'U*1 •n<!
amt 's„r
^"
J
Brown Derby
Deri
«lt Brow
rt
Us|n.. *• ^fast'
"f strin
"ho was the 111 number from
' r*"ty.
"Sent irly-^ood High who was shuffling
*
•
Und with Ralph Trembly at the
"ON m,
*
lomar Saturday night?
.,

,r<>

„ .t

w

'

•' CisiCAIi MOMENTS:
t0 th« py
Lost It, I Lost It"
;. i
BUU. i
'act tk,He Challis,
n«„..
Pitting
.ittle Fraternity Pin"
?*nut
and
to th« PhlH
Du„ u8ar is Marsh.
PP'neg
Will \y
fund 7 M,rned oV(r"]acific students are invited by
>r the Indo.J
ln<Jen.v senior Class of U. C. to atsaid. Xh* the annual Senior Informal
xlfali
th 1a'and,d^ristlftr the game Saturday. The
W111 uutite. the Hotel St. Francis. The
''P"® In lJtj (iestra, Bob Saunders. The time,
,
°f tariff w.„ mever YOU get there,
lO the Island
. and» "o* tni es Huddleson hasn't got the
nps yet, and his friends would
dPl'EASB
THOSI to know when he is going
• sentimental to C m
»• -'lotion, that hose idea was it to have a
Isf
The 8tudent », lion after the game tomorn isn't speaking '
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Mu Zeta Rho Is
Active In Rush
Week Plans

Tau Kappas
Plan Rush
Program

Rushing activities take preced
ence at Mu Zeta Rho this week
over other social activities as in
formal rushing begins. Beginning
the semi-annual rush season, at
tea Wednesday afternoon was the
first occasion for non-affiliated
women students to receive Mu
Zete hospitality.
The tea, carried out in a Fall
season theme, was under the direc
tion of Beverly Miller. Miss Miller
was assisted in decorations by Vivienne Manary and in refresh
ments by Bertha Rausch.
Last night the sorority was
hostess to another group of girls
at an informal dinner in the cir
cus theme. Conventional dinner
decorations were discarded in fa
vor of those more in keeping
with the motif. Brilliant colors,
animals, and traditional circus
food added to the gaiety of the
occasion. Phyllis Grimshaw, chair
man of the event, was assisted by
Arlene Harder, Meri Wolf and
Mary Ranney.
Today the house will be opened
for an informal tea in the Chinese
theme. Doris Marsh is responsible
for the afternoon, and she named
Mildred Lagarmosino, Ruth Lom
bard:, Frances Richardson, Janice
Morrill, and Rita Sanguinetti to
assist her.
Rushing activities for next week
will begin Monday evening with
a formal dinner. Frances Hall
mark general chairman, will be
assisted by Junan Bronzich, Pat
Carson and Betty Boothe.

340 E. MAIN ST.

STOCKTON

Tau Kappa Kappa.house open
ed its fall rushing season Wed
nesday with a tea in the old-fash
ioned motif. President Helen Hall
appointed a large committee to
arrange the affair.
Alice Hall was general chair
man; decorations, Dawn Walters,
chairman, and Norma James;
serving, Rae Hungerford, chair
man, and Patty Mason; cleanup,
Loismae Ventre, chairman, and
Lucille Wilson, and Betty Barron.
Last night an informal dinner
was served in the treasure theme,
under the general chairmanship of
Lucille Wilson. Decorations are in
charge of Edith Clare Hixon, Jean
Strong, and Evelyn Ward; cleanup,
Betty Barron, Patty Mason, Alice
Ladd, Betty Anne Smith; enter
tainment, Rae Hungerford and
Ruth Johnson.
An informal tea will entertain
invited guests this afternoon from
three until five o'clock. Aline
Durst is general chairman, and
she is being assisted by Patty
Mason, Alice Hall, Dawn Walters
and Rae Hungerford.
Concluding this rush season, Tau
Kappa Kappa will be hostess
Monday night at a formal dinner
under the direction of Betty Anne
Smith. Decorations are in charge
of Rae Hungerford, Alice Hall,
and Lois Lasall. Dorothy Dinubilo, Elinor Shepard, and Jeanne
Woodruff make up the cleanup
committee.

PHONE 3037
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Date Bait dresses for the new
football season. Catch yours
in an Alma Kay . . . they're
colorful Eye-catching dresses
that register on sight . . . for
Campus, Classes or Proms.

Distinct

Hits!

U. C. INVITES
PACIFIC TO
DANCE

Alpha Theta Tau
Begins Rush
Season

Rushees were guests of Alpha
Pacific rooters have been in
vited to attend the Senior In
Theta Tau Wednesday night at
formal by the Senior Class of
the first informal rush dinner of
the University of California.
the season. Bea McCarl, chairman,
The dance will he at the St,
planned a hovel and interesting
Francis Hotel after the game
program for the evening. Commit
tomorrow night with Bob Saun
ders' orchestra providing the
tees were Toni Rifberg, entertain
music.
ment, Jackie Parker and Pat
Planned around a caricature
Melio, place cards and in charge
theme, four prominent campus j
of
decorations were
Frances
artists will be present to cari
Brandstad
and
Ann
Hodjkins.
cature those in attendance.
Invitation was extended to
Alpha Theta Tau will entertain
all Pacific students by Lou ' rushees tonight at a formal rush
Goldenson, president of the • dinner. Miss Mary Doman, house
Senior Class at Cal. "
mother, will preside as hostess at
the head of the table. President,
June Lane, will be assisted by
Jacqueline Parker as program
chairman, Harrie Woolly, who is
in charge of decorations, Frances
Branstad and Pat Melio, who head
the committee for borrowing and
returning.
Miss Ida Rinn, modern language
•
•
•
teacher at the Lodi High School,
was the guest speaker at the
Zetagathean Club meeting Thurs
day evening. Miss Rinn spent the
summer traveling in European
countries and her talk was most
interesting and enjoyable.
Preceding the speaker, a short
A formal tea honoring the pa
business meeting was presided tronesses of Women's Hall will be
over by Doris Bishofberger. Re held Sunday, October 16, in the
freshments closed the evening.
lobby of the hall from 4 to 6 p. m.
* * *
Invitations will be extended to
sorority and fraternity members,
house mothers, the faculty, the
infirmary staff, and all unaffiliat
ed students.
Effective decorations will be
carried out with bouquets of zin
nias, and hostesses to preside at
One of the most outstanding
the tea table have not yet been
chapel services ever enjoyed at
appointed.
Pacific was attended by a large
The receiving line will include
crowd of students and faculty last
Florence Malik, president; Betty
Tuesday morning in the conserva
Barry, vice president; Mrs. Anna
tory auditorium. The theme of the Grant, house mother, and the pa
service was "Ave Maria" and the tronesses of the hall.
service featured the artistry of
A more extensive social program
vocal and instrumental soloists,
can now be offered for students
the A Capella choir and the great
residing in Women's Hall due to
organ.
the support of patronesses who
Opening the program, Alice Til- are alumnae of College of the Pa
ton played an organ prelude. The cific. This is the first time that
A Capella Choir under the direc Women's Hall has been backed by
tion of J. Russell Bodley respond patronesses and as a result, social
ed with a call to worship, fol events including radio dances and
lowed by the congregation sing Sunday evening buffet suppers
ing "Still, Still With Thee," with will be arranged.
organ accompaniment.
Committees for the tea appoint
After the hymn the organist set ed October 3 at a house meeting
the mood for the program to fol include: Decorations, Charmain
low with a few moments at the Cash and Jimmie Woods; food,
organ, during which time the Betty Barry; Invitations, Bettie
stage curtain raised, revealing a Meyer and Lois Bugbee; furnish
lovely cathedral scene. A large ings, Charlotte Kerr.
•
*
*
blue cathedral window graced the
center of the stage, while in front
of the window was an altar on
which a cross was seen in sil
houette. During a period of com
plete silence, a monk came onto
the stage and lit the tall tapers
on the altar. Before the altar dur
ing most of the service knelt a
Initiated into Ortho Meta Para
worshipper in black.
this semester were June Sprague,
After the period of silence, Charles Jessup, Glee Gerhart,
Norma Bentley sang a solo, after Eugene Dauffenbach and Pro
which a prayer, "The Cross," was fessor Clark.
First meeting of the honorary
read by Lucian Scott, from the
science fraternity, Ortha Meta
balcony.
The A Capella choir then sang Para, was held Wednesday at 7
Kopyloff's magnificent composition p. m. in the Science Building.
"Hear My Prayer." During this There was a short business meet
time the worshipper arose and ing, followed by the initiation of
knelt in another position before several new members.
A big feed was the final im
the altar.
After the choir number, Lucian portant consideration. President
Scott read "The Unknown Disci Norman Noteware, who presided
ple," while a soft spotlight from at this first meeting of the year,
gave hope for one of the best
overhead revealed on the- stage
years in the history of Ortha Meta
near the altar a pulpit upon
Para.
which lay an open Bible.
After the reading, Vernez Cook,
violinist, played the ever beautiful
"Ave Maria" by Bach-Gounod.
During the choral benediction
Two new so-called "finds" of
the stage curtain was lowered,
film-land are Marjorie Weaver and
marking the conclusion of an un
Arleen Whelan. Of these two, the
usual chapel service in Pacific
first mentioned seems more des
Auditorium.
tined to stardom.
Helen Hall is chairman of the
To date, she has had only minor
Chapel Committee. The stage set roles, which she has handled very
ting was designed by Galen M. ably. With the Ritz brothers in
Harvey.
"Kentucky Moonshine," Miss Wea

Zetagatheans
Plan Fall
Program

Patronesses To Be
Guests Of Honor
At Formal Tea

Chapel Services
Attract Large
Audience

Ortho Meta Para
Initiates New
Members

• * *
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Faculty Recital
Well Received
A responsive audience attended
the first Faculty Recital last
Tuesday evening in the Auditor
ium, starring Miss Frances Bowerman, soprano, Wilhelmina Harbert,
accompanist
and
Allan
Bacon organist.
The program was varied, re
vealing the talents and artistry of
the -soloist and brilliant accom
paniment by Miss Harbert.
Next concert is booked for No
vember 15.

ver was the feminine touch. In
"Three Blind Mice," as the young
est sister, she was continually
catching the eye when the back
ground was supposedly her place.
Mark Marjorie Weaver as a future
actress. We believe that she has
the stuff it takes.
Much about' Arleen Whelan can
not he said. But have you ever
kissed or been kissed and felt no
change in your blood temperature,
no sudden thrill running through
your veins? That is the affect
Arleen Whelan has on the screen.
Time may prove us wrong, but
Weaver should leave Whelan in the
ruck.

Campus clothes, afternoon wear,
and evening attire were displayed
before women students at the A.
W. S. fashion tea, held at 4:30
September 29, in the Greek The
atre.
The tea, under the 'direction of
Muriel Logervvell was put on to
benefit new girls and to acquaint
them with the most popular and
appropriate attire.
Receiving guests were Miss
Opal Berg, dean of women, Miss
Weims, and Miss Cornog.
Three girls were selected from
each sorority and women's resi
dence, to model the clothes. Mod
els were as follows: Campus
clothes: Jean Arnot, Aline Dirst,
Phyllis Grimshaw, Sally Hoage,
Holly Van Erenberg, and Jean
Strong. Afternoon wear: Marian
Bach, Roxene Hafele, Mary Jane
Dashiell, Margaret George, Dawn
Walters, and Mary Wolf. Evening
attire: Lorraine Dunlap, Jane Jor
dan, Jean Strong, Eunice Hood,
Mary Raney and Grace Rifberg.
Home economics classes aided
the function by contributing tea,
cookies, and sandwiches. The fash
ion tea was attended by approxi
mately 175 girls.
*

*

*

What They' re
Wearing
Contrasting color is the major
note in the fall fashion scale. The
note of purple in all it's vari
ations; purple alone, and purple
mixed. Laurie Applegar's purple
suit as contrasted with a tur
quoise sweater is a good example
of this color combination. The
raspberry shade is next in im
portance. Contrast it with all
shades of blue and with yellow.
Jane O'Conner's teal blue sweater
is luscious with a raspberry skirt.
Have seen several striking rasp
berry and -blue outfits on the
campus.
Saw Charmaine Cash, petite
blonde, wearing a green skirt and
tan sweater at a Thursday nite
dance. Also glimpsed Kay McKibben who looked fetching in a
yellow angora sweater with a
matching bow atop her dark
locks; and Barbara Anne Reinle,
charming with her brushed-up coffure, wearing a plaid jacket and
black skirt.
Have you noticed the variety of
clever costume jewelry worn by
some of our better dressed girls?
The miniature locket of Mildren
Barnett,
the
unusual
charm
bracelet of Olive Clark, and the
unique gold ring of Anne Schnei
der?
•

»

*

Phi Mu Alpha
Give Program
For Musicians
Phi Mu Alpha extends to all
men who are taking any course in
the Conservatory an invitation to
come to Anderson Hall Wednesday
evening, October 5, at 9:30.
"We want to become acquainted
with men who are deeply interest
ed in music and we would like
also to have you become acquaint
ed with a music fraternity which
enjoys good music and the com
panionship of fellow musicians,"
states A. E. Liedstrand, president
of Phi Mu Alpha.
Men who would like to hear
some of the talent of the conserva
tory are invited to come to Ander
son Hall Wednesday evening.

Epsilon Sorority
Active With Fall
Rushing Plans
Wednesday evening saw the first
rush dinner of this '38 season
within the walls of Epsilon. Ha
waii served as a theme. Clever
little hula girls made of coconut
shells peeked at the guests from
their hiding places. Palmtrees
swayed to the rhythm of the mu
sic from those enchanting isles.
Dinner was served on the typical
Hawaian grass mats while the
guests and members squatted na
tive style on the floor. The "Para
dise of the Pacific" furnished
music and dances for the eve
ning's entertainment.
Committees for the affair were
Dr. Goodman and Mrs. Daniels.
Thursday afternoon Mrs. Flack
and Alice Tilton greeted guests
in the living room of Epsilon Sig
ma which was decorated in shades
of delphinium blue. Mrs. Connolly
and Mrs. Corbin presided at the
tea table which carried out the
theme that was found in the liv
ing room.
In charge of the affair were
Jane Jordan, decorations; Bar
bara Ann Reinle, refreshments;
Merle Morton, kitchen; Jean Morrall, program; Mimi Gould, clean
up.
Friday evening is the date set
for Epsilon's formal dinner. The
honored guests for the evening
are Miss Patty Pierce and Mrs.
Gordon Patten. Decorations are in
charge of Peggy Corkett, while
Madge Hepburn is chairman of
table setting; Camille Goff is the
head of the program committee
and Marguerite Etzel heads a
group to clean up.
The final rush affair for Ep
silon Lambda Cigma will be Mon
day. Mrs Gulick and Mrs. Powell
will take their places at the tea
table, while Mrs. F'eck, house
mother, and Alice Tilton, house
president, will receive their guests.
* *
»
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GIRL'S GADGETS
MAN MENACE
As far as the male members of
our campus are concerned, lip.
stick found on collars, white suits,
ties, etc., is taboo. The girls' side
is the necessity of using the stuff
and grief over the fellows' laundry
bill. Came the miracle—a liquid
lipstick! It won't even wash off—
only possibility of removal is ye
old cold cream. It' is applied with
a brush, has a chemical benefit
to the lips, has an oriental odor,
has a sparkly shine—all in all I
believe it is the "eighth wonder
of the world." Try it, gals!
FANCY FACES
Along with the lips, the face!
A well known Hollywood com
plexion authority has discovered
a face powder that doesn't brush
off after the first half of the eve
ning and leave a gleaming nose.
This preparation is also wonder
ful for swimming in the summer
because water doesn't phase it.
This is also removed by cold
cream alone. It is applied with a
damp sponge. P. S. While you are
dancing, it is easy on the fellows'
lapels.

MONETARY MOMENTS
Coins from France, Spain, Mex
ico and what have you, jangling
from a heavy silver chain, pro
vides a new American ornament.
It is a swell way to keep track
of yourself—you can always tell
where you are by listening to hear
the noise they make when they
clank against each other. Just in
case you have any doubts about
the matter, the collection is worn
around the wrist.
CHARM COLLECTORS
If the bug has bitten, and you
have so many charms on bracelets
that it is an effort to lift your
arm, try stringing them on a
chain to wear around your neck.
FANTASTIC FUMES
Bath champagne! Bottles of
"lau de cologne" shaped like bot
tles of champagne and placed in
beds of ice—bath crystals to you—
and held in fascinating containers
of bronze and silver. Swell for
gifts.
HOOP HOLES
Exclusive with a S. F. firm—
foundation shirts for this winter.
Hooped sensations! They are
there—ready to use—hut for prac
ticalness, consult my Colleague,
Faye.
Under the capable direction of
• • *
Horace I. Brown, a string quintet
and a string quartet are rapidly
taking shape. The quintet: Camille
Goff, piano; Mildred Marsh, vio
lin; Gloria Hopps, viola; Tom
Wescoat, cello; and Evelyn Ward,
bass, is playing the very famous
"Trout" Quintet of Schubert. Ver
Allan Bacon will appear in re
nez Cook and Nancy Harbert, vio cital as guest organist at Pomona
lins; Norman Lamb, viola; and College,
Claremont,
California,
Bruce Tomlinson, cello make up next Sunday afternoon. His pro
the quartet which is playing the gram will include representative
Debussy String Quartet and a works by Bach, Handel, Debussy,
Wolf "Serenade."
and Ravel. He will also feature
Mr. Brown states that both of three organ compositions by Jo
these groups have made remark seph Clokey, organist at Pomona,
able progress in the short time who is rapidly becoming known
they have been together, and he as one of Americas' most gifted
is planning to present them in composers.
concert soon.
• • *
Of interest to string players is
SEPARATE ASSEMBLIES
the fact that the parts to the
Remember the divided assem
Fifth Brandenburg Concero have
been ordered, and should arrive blies next week! President Knoles
soon. This concerto, which is writ will speak to College of the Pa
ten for solo violin, flute and pi cific next Tuesday. The Junior
ano will give many string players College assembly will meet as
an opportunity to play and enjoy usual on Thursday. President Orton will give the address.
some really fine music.

Brown Organizes
String Groups

Allan Bacon To
Be Guest At
Pomona

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP

448 West Fremont
Phone 3013

Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 652
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Bengal Cubs Meet
Marin Jaysees

AL'S
TIGER
TALK
Lieb Feels Lucky

EDITED BY ALEX DONSKER

Talking Things Over

Babes Out To Capture First
Victory Of 1938 Season

By ALEX DONSKER

Bengal Sports Page

By MANUEL BELITSKY

Coach Tom Lieb of Loyola fell
mighty lucky about 11 p. n>. 'ah'
Meeting their second opponent in as many weeks,
Friday night after his team, get the Bengal Babes will travel to Marin County to meet
ting the breaks of the game, man the Marin J C. in what promises to be a stirring battle
aged to squeeze through to a 7-0
with the Frosh out for their first victory. The game will
victory over the Tigers of Pacific.
"Say, listen," he said, "that was be played at Kent Field with the kickoff scheduled at
a big, tough team Stagg had on eight o'clock.
„
,
, .
The game with Santa Rosa last week revealed
that field tonight. Don't think we
were playing against any poor, something tangible for the coaches •>
young misfits. They were plenty to work on. The line wasn't
charging hard enough and the
good."
backfield needed a good blocker.
To this end, Leo Johnson has
And so it seems that Pacific, been shifted to quarter from full
although losing their opening back. To replace Johnson is a
game. must have something on problem to be filled by either
the ball this year. The Bengals
Bruml, Cook or Horton, a con
displayed defensive power that verted end. Bob Ijams has been
made grid fans and sports writers out to practice all week and as
alike sit up and take notice as soon as he rounds into shape the
Stagg's gridstcrs held a more line will be strengthened by his
powerful Loyola eleven time and
200 pounds.
time again.
As Sid Ziff, outstanding L. A. | BABES SCRIMMAGE HARD
Sporting fast backs operating
Tuesday night the Frosh were behind a large line, the Santa
sports editor said, "You II go a
long way before you find a smart put through an intensive hour Rosans steamrollered the Tigerlets
er defensive club or a team I hat scrimmage and showed lots of 19-6 in their opening game last
can do so well with offense with charge and fight. The backfield is Friday night at Santa Rosa. The
out an ioia of power. When Cali working smoother and handling score does not indicate the closefornia tackles Pacific, 'Stub' Alli the ball with finesse. The chances , ncss of thc game as the Cubs put
son bad better save his first and of the Frosh were given a boost up a stiff fight against their
second strings exclusively to han as it appears as thougli Art Paul- |arger an(j m0re experienced foes,
son will be ready. His leg appears
dle Stagg."
The Cubs showed a lack of line
Which reminds me that Pacific much better aqd Coach Jackson charge, and that was the differ
will go "Bear hunting" tomorrow hopes that it will be sufficiently ence between the two teams. The
afternoon at Memorial Stadium at strong for him to see "some action backfields were about even, al
Berkeley. There is no use wasting tonight.
though the S.R. backs were first
space in praising the Cal Team.
cousins to streaks of lightning.
MARIN LOOKS TOUGH
They're just good, that's all. Pa
Baumeister, Santa
Rosa
half,
Marin
J.
C.
looms
as
a
formid
cific, as well as any other team
starred by throwing two passes,
in the country, will be plenty able opponent. They have had one setting up a score and the
lucky in beating the Golden Bears three games and are undefeated other for a touchdown.
as yet. They defeated the S. F.
this year.
With such players as Anderson, "Pushover" Boys Club by the OPPONENTS SCORE EASILY
Bottari and Smith in the back score of 19-0; Placer J. C. to the
The Santa Rosans first scored
field, and a forward wall that tunc of 6-0, and squeaked through in the latter part of the opening
functions like clockwork, "Stub" a narrow win over the Cal Aggies quarter. They had the ball on
Allison's outfit should have an Frosh, 7-6. They are big but not their own 40-yard line, when Bau
other rosy season that should end fast. The Frosh arc up and com meister faded back and threw
up somewhere near the Rose ing and with a little luck they a long pass to the Cubs' 15, where
should come through with a vic it was deflected by the safety
Bowl.
tory.
man and defensive right half into
The starting lineup of
the the arms of the Santa Rosa end.
(With apologies to J. P.)
Frosh:
That surprised gentleman cradled
At the end of the first half of
Ends, Bartoni and either Laedthe ball to his bosom and waltzed
the Loyola game, the Lions' band erich or Rogers.
the remaining distance for the
rendered a perfect testimon'M to
Tackles, Ijams and Condron.
score. The conversion was blocked.
thc "grand old man." In his honor
Guards, Johnson and Livie.
Santa' Rosa kicked off and after
thc band played "Believe Me, If
Center, Dow.
an exchange of kicks the Rosans
All Those Endearing Y o u n g
Quarterback, Johnson.
drove to their second score after
Charms." If you remember the
Halfbacks, Silviera and Paulson. being held for downs on the three
words you know how appropriate
Fullback, Bruml, Cook or Hor yard line once. Again the conver
it was. . . . All but 50 seats in ton.
sion was blocked. At half time
the Gilmore Stadium were sold
The Babes will blossom out in the score was 12-0.
out for the game, and the fans new jerseys and will look snappy
The Cubs received and began
got their money's worth in pure for their first win (we hope!).
driving for a score. Silviera threw
football entertainment and thrills.
o
a pass to Leaderich that was good
Stagg's unorthodox formations
for a total gain of 30 yards. From
received a lot of new names from
then on it was comparatively easy,
the I,. A. papers. Among them:
Silviera bucking it over for thc
Flea- flickers, I'oa-dingers, Fleascore. The conversion was blocked.
flankers, and other such names
The Cubs then took the defen
that remind one of something be
Started last year, the Junior Col sive as Coach Jackson began
sides a football team.
lege Honor Society, under the spon substituting players for experience.
The southern California papers
sorship of Miss Breniman and Dr. The Santa Rosans drove to the
last Friday 'told of the arrival
Waldo, has tentative plans for this Tigerlets' three yard line where
of thc College of Pacific team
semester. The constitution was the Cubs stiffened and held to
AND some 300 rooters. I wouldn't
drawn up last year by a group of recQver the ball on downs.
say for sure, but I think they
students headed by Betty Dixon,
Everything looked fine as AI
should have said three Instead of
but actual plans of administration Silviera prepared to kick out from
300. But at least, it looked good
are incomplete. Bringing together behind the goal line and two min
in print!
all lower division students with a utes left to play. Then it hap
2.3 grade point average and an pened, a bad pass from center,
extra-curricula activity record, this the second bad break, and Silorganization plans to create the viera's kick bounced off the nog
necessary acknowledgement of gin of a hero from Santa Rosa
scholastic ability for the Junior and was fallen on by the whole
The radio technology class is College.
Santa Rosa team, including the
busy learning and practicing codes
The local chapter is affiliated water boy, for another touchdown.
in preparation for the new receiv with the state organization, Alpha This time they converted by re
ing and sending station that will Gamma Sigma. The charter was covering their blocked conversion
~
' i in operation on the presented at the J. C. commence over the goal.
campus soon.
ment last June.
The Cubs need more line charge
Dr. Herbert Welch, radio tech
and a good blocking quarterback.
head, states that Pacific's "ham"
Football fatalities reached their The team showed lots of fight and
out it should be ready by Novem height In 1931 when 50 deaths only more practice is needed for
ber.
occurred as a result of the sport.
them to come up with a smoothworking outfit. For the Frosh, SilICE
vlera, Ijams and Bartoni played a
sparkling game.
COAL

Tigers Look Good In
Losing To Strong
Lion Eleven
By JACK PBICE

Jacksonmen
Lose To
Santa Rosa

Bears Plenty Good

Lack Of Line Charge
Spells Defeat For
Babes In Opener

Perigoric . . . .

J. C. Honor Group
Plans Started

Radio Tech Group
Practicing Codes
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LIME
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ROCK
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YOLLAND ICE
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Telephone 5100

Get Your Haircut at

'The Campus Barbersop'
This Shop is Owned by
the PSA.
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Stockton, California
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Bulldogs Score
First Victory

Bengal Gridmen
Get New Outfits

The Pacific Bengals will be clad
Fresno State Bulldogs again
proved that they are the team to in new regalia for the Cal game
tomorrow afternoon, as well as for
beat in the Far Western Confer
future games during the grid sea
ence, as they walloped a supposed son.
ly strong San Diego Marine eleven
The technical name for the new
by a lop-sided 34-14 score last Sat outfits is "parkee," which accord
urday night before a crowd of ing to Webster is an overcoat
made from the skins of animals
9,000 grid enthusiasts.
The new "parkees" are a flaming
Led by Tony Heeb, Bulldog cap
orange with the word "Tigers'
tain, Ernie Poore, Citrus J. C.
printed in black on the back of
transfer and Fullback Bob Peter
the outfits.
son, 197 pounder from Oceanside
Although they were purchased
J. C., the Bulldogs showed su
primarily
to show off Stagg's
periority in every field of play
over the Marines. Jimmy Brad- "Forty-Niners" when they ' meet
shaw's forward wall opened up the Chicago Maroons November
wide holes in their enemies line, 12, they will be donned for the
while the backfield flipped passes first time against the Golden Bear
right and left to bewilder their tomorrow afternoon.
These jackets are used a great
opponents.
Coach Francis, who scouted the deal in the East where grid teams
game, declared that Fresno has an have to play in the intense cold,
outstanding team, better in some so Pacific's gridmen will be in
ways to their championship outfit correct attire and according to
of last year. The Bengals meet Esquire when they meet the MaFresno State here Nov. 4, while roOns next month.
The outfits are made of ele
they wind up their season against
phant skin, are of great durability,
the Marines on Dec. 1.
and should add greatly to the ap
o
pearance of the Bengal varsity.
o

Frosh Club Elects
Manner Prexy

Last Wednesday night at the
meeting of the Frosh Club an
election of officers was held.
Those elected are as follows:
President, Jack Hanner; vice pres
ident, Vernez Cook; secretary,
Effie Calderwood; publicity, Marjorie McDonald; recreation, Allen
Breed; lookout and membership,
Mary Barron.
During the meeting Helen Hall
and Bob Kientz spoke on sororities
and fraternities, respectively, and
Miss Knoles answered questions
pertaining to the organizations.
Gladys Bartholomew presided at
the meeting.

Profs. See "Faust"
Lusty drama and full-throated
song provided a show for the eyes
and ears of numerous teachers
last weekend .Max Rcinhardt's
production of "Faust," starring
Conrad Nagel, Margo and Lenore
Ulric, drew the Misses Covert,
McCann, Shaw and Ruth Smith to
San Francisco Saturday for the
afternoon performance. All said
that the setting was beautiful but
the performance did not come up
to their expectations.
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Traxler Enrolls
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Tomorrow at Memorial Stadium in Berkel
College of Pacific varsity will have a chance tq
just exactly what they have on the ba 1 this y e a ^
they meet one of the strongest grid elevens in th /
t i o n t o d a y , C o a c h " S t u b " A l l i s o n s U n i v e r s i t y 0 f ,dr
fornia Golden Bears. The Pacific game will be thj %
___
—
4ture attraction of a "doublIt .
'

Former Tigers
On New Pro
Eleven
Martinovich, Cechini,
Et Al, To Play
For Stockton
All the color and razzle-dazzle
of the professional gridiron will
come to Stockton this season with
the help of seven former COP
players. "Corky" Cortez, John Ce
chini, Bill Ijams, "Firefly" O'Hare,
Phil Martinovich, Al George, and
Joey Olaeta, together with about
thirty-eight other potential play
ers met at a meeting last Tuesday
night and held a first practice last
Thursday night at Holt Park.

NIELSEN BROTHERS
Phone 1553

PAT MIRAGLIOS
MOTOR
SERVICE
2405 PACIFIC AVE.
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CHANCE FOR UPSET
Each year the
small
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'crack' at the mighty te^
Berkeley. This year,
almost any
previous
chance for an upset is
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placing them largely with tJ, '
cruits. Pacific's team, a|t,
losing a number of valuablt
ers, is composed of many t,
'
ing-looking men.
.1
"Cl
The Bears, in their sta
against St. Mary's and tyai f
ton State displayed one 0| ,|
most versatile offensive att "
to be seen on the coast thij, With Dave Anderson pi,,
through wide open spaces 1,
opposition's line, and Vic
throwing passes with an mt|
accuracy, the Bears will dlspi,
ultra-modern grid machine,
oiled in all departments.
The Bengals, on the other)
showed up well against a «
Si"
Loyola eleven last Friday j
Stagg was well pleased with
Tigers' showing and declared
Pacific should offer the S
enough opposition to satisfy i
for one Saturday afternoon. -?

Larry Seimering, the present
coach at Manteca High School, will
be head coach, with assistance
from Harry Ebding, former St.
Mary's player. The team is being
placed in the field by Al Speckens, local sporting goods dealer,
under the name of the Stockton
Shippers.
A schedule of seven or eight
games has been potentially laid
out, including a game against
either "Whizzer" White and the
Pittsburg Pirates or Sammy Baugh STARTING LINE-UP
and the Washington Redskins.
No radical changes will be|
The business manager of the
in Pacific's starting line-up, PL
suad is George Tharp of Stanford.
means that McWilliams will
SQUAD WILL BE CUT
ably start at the pivot spo*
Larry Seimering, coach, said Irwin and Milt Greenblatt ij f
that the squad will eventually be at the guard spots, Vaught
tingcut to about twenty players unless Irvin Grubbs at the tackle
smil'
unexpectedly good material is dis tions and Clem Swagerty aJ L.
Hedges will take care of the'
covered.
Among other players listed are: spots. In the backfield Do:
Lou Tsoutsouvas, Bob Herwig, Siegfried, Soper and Kientz
Leo Ferko, John Gianoni, Jake be sorters.
Brigham, Don Fowler, . "Patches"
Stagg and Francis have
Thomas, Joe Vigna, and Noel Bo- thc Bengals hard this we"*
preparation for the Cal
neili.
The squad will be equipped with Fundamentals in blocking
purple and gold uniforms. All home tackling, pass defense, and l
games will be played at Baxter Ing up on their own defenel I
taken up much of the Bei
Stadium.
This week, the team will work practice sessions.
out at Holt Park, but later on,
Outstanding during practo
after it is equipped with lights, week were Roy Cooper, wit fc
Oak Park may be used. Tuesdays, surprise kicking, "Butch" I r
Thursdays, and Sundays have been aggressive line plunging, Join p.:
set apart for practice, but more mench and Bob Kientz li :
days will be fixed if necessary.
backfield, while McWilliamt! 5:
o
Swagerty, Vaughn and li hi
showed up well in the f« Its
wall.
Practically the entire
varsity will entrain for Bel L..rl
along with the large delegstl 1 :rf.
Mike Martinovich, 3-year vet rooters early Saturday mow r
eran of the Pacific Tigers, con
pout pairing
tinued his sensational playing for
ihmen in
the Cincinnati Bengals, the pro
*take
grid team, when he booted a 42mege
yard field goal and cinched the
i all t
game for his teammates, 17-13,
against the Chicago Bears, in a
game played at Xavier Stadium
Wents a„ •
in Cincinnati last week.
"Marty," as the eastern papers
have nicknamed him, was the
shining light of Cincinnati's tri
umph. He was outstanding in his
defensive play and line-backing,
and also made both points after
touchdown.
"Iron Mike," who played great
ball under the Pacific Bengals'
banner for three seasons, has still
clung to a Bengal outfit .although
this time with the Cincinnati pro
fessionals of the National Pro
fessional Football League. Mike
has played heads-up ball with the
"higher ups" since his debut in
pro football several weeks ago.
The Bengals (Cincinnati's) meet
the Youngstown Bulldogs Sunday
night in a game under the lights.

"Iron Mike" Wins
Pro Grid Game

Meet The
Sang

SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and DINNER

4043 Pacific Ave.

For the Cal. GameGet Serviced at
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SOPER BOOTS 'EM
Several times during the first
30 minutes of play, the Tigers
slipped out of danger with the
educated toe of Halfback Al Soper.
Two of Soper's spectacular kicks
rolled out on the Lion seven-yard
stripe in the opening period of
play.
Los Angeles sport writers, who
had nothing but praise for the
showing Coach Stagg's little hand
of '"Air Raiders" made against
the powerful Loyola aggregation,
are- already hailing Soper as one
of the top kickers on the Pacific
coast this year.
Pacific looked good on offense
as well as defense and the Ben
gals' wide open style of play,
coupled with a- fast breaking
aerial attack made them a con
stant worry to the opposition.
However, their backfield defense
looked rather ragged, frequently
missing easy tackles.

COACHES PLEASED
Coaches Stagg and Francis were
well pleased with the showing of
their squad in general, but there
will probably be a few changes
in the Tiger backfield defense be
fore Saturday's game with the
University of California eleven at
Berkeley. Ralph
Francis, line
coach, stated that there may also
be a change made at the guard
positions before tomorrow's game.
Score by periods:
Loyola
0 0 7 0—7
Pacifio
0 0 0 0—0
Scoring: Touchdown, Colee.
Arnold Traxler, former Pacific
Point after touchdown, Proper.
halfback who has been playing
baseball for El Paso in the Ari
zona-Texas League, has returned
to his old stamping grounds and
has enrolled in the College of Pa
cific this semester.
Traxler, in his first start in pro
fessional baseball, batted a cool
.330, to finish right up among the
By GERTRUDE FRIEDRICH
leaders in socking the old apple.
Pacific's representative in the
Actual competition in girls sports
baseball world is due to step up
began this week with the three
the ladder to a B or C league
teams fighting for the school
under the guidance of the New
hockey and basketball champion
York Yankee baseball chain.
ships. Basketball captains were
o
chosen Tuesday, with Hazel Clair
Kreim heading the Sophs, assisted
HOW FOOTBALL CHANGED
To an English student at Rug by Carol Meyers. Eugenia Schultz
by, William Ellis, goes the credit and Lois Williams head the Fresh
for changing football from a kick men. C.O.P. and hockey captains
ing sport to the way it is played will be elected later. All games
today. He became so excited in will be played at 4:15 under the
one closely contested battle when following schedule:
Wed., Oct. 5.—Hockey, Fr.-Soph
he couldn't boot a crazily-boundThurs., Oct. 6—Basketball, Fr.ing ball that he picked it up and
ran across the enemy's goal line. Soph.
Mon., Oct. 10—Hockey, Fr.-Soph.
Tues., Oct. 11—Basketball, Soph.C.O.P.
Wed., Oct. 12—Hockey, Soph C.O.P.
Thurs., Oct. 13—Basketball, Fr.Soph.
"WHERE THE FOOD
Playoffs for the winners will be
IS ALWAYS GOOD'

So every one can go to Berkeley Satur
day, and so every one can go to the
College Book Store, when they need
College Textbooks, Binders, and sup
plies. We also have a new supply of
College Stationery, College Jewelry,
Tennis Supplies. And we also will be
glad to have your Subscriptions for
Magazines of all kinds.

Quality and Price with any

31 N. El Dorado

Holding Tom Lieb's Loyola Uni
versity eleven to a scant 7 to 0
victory last Friday night at Gilmore Stadium in Los Angeles, the
College of Pacific Tigers estab
lished themselves as a definite
threat for the 1938 Far Western
Conference championship.
The interception of Bob Adamina's pass by Fullback Jim Colee
late in the third quarter was the
spark that ignited Loyola's 30yard march to a touchdown. Un
til that fatal third quarter break.
Coach Alonzo Stagg's Orange and
Black grid machine was holding
the highly touted Southern Californians on even terms.
Both squads were within scor
ing distance during the opening
period, but neither team seemed
to possess the drive to reach pay
dirt and the first half ended in a
scoreless tie.

Cal Eleven Highly Favored
Over Stagg's "Forty-Niners"

Calling
All Cars,—

fit'

!1 ,'V

Pictured above are Coaches Stagg and Francis who
were snapped in the midst of their discussion concerning
ways and means of beating the highly-touted Golden
Bears of Berkeley. Both coaches have confidence that
Pacific's team will make a good showing tomorrow
afternoon.

Football in its first form was
played by the Greeks of Sparta
as far back as 500 B. C. The sport
was strictly a kicking game at
that time; throwing or carrying
a ball were taboo. A goal was
made by kicking the ball over the
enemy's goal line.

El Dorado Meat Market

Bengals Lose
Opener To
Loyola IL

Staggmen To Fa
Bear Grid Team

The COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
"On the Campus for You"
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Johnny's Meat Market
'The Meat Makes the Meal"

2026 Pacific Ave. — Free Delivery — Phone 7221
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